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ABSTRACT

Linking Asia and Beyond: Presenting Chinese arts with a New Perspective

The development of Chinese arts has been a process of inter-regional interactions 
throughout Chinese history, involving the flow of people, commodity, ideas, beliefs, 
and techniques.  It is also a two-way historical process. One the one hand, historical 
Chinese arts were constantly transformed by the external influences. On the other 
hand, Chinese arts also enriched-and in some cases- significantly changed many 
regions’ cultures and arts that they interacted with.  

However, until very recently, these art historical investigations are not well reflected 
in exhibitions in both Western museums and Chinese museums. How can museum 
exhibitions celebrate this kind of interconnected artistic richness of Chinese arts? 
What are the challenges of museum exhibitions in presenting the complexity of 
historical artistic interactions? The exhibition “Linking Asia” I curated at the Denver 
Art Museum attempted to address these questions. By focusing on the sources  
and impacts of Chinese arts across Asia regardless of the current ethnic or political 
boundaries, this exhibition explored alternative approaches to highlight the cross-
cultural and cross-regional interactions throughout the history of Chinese arts.
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